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Norea DevOps paper

▶ https://www.norea.nl/download/?id=6047
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Schuberg Philis
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Setting the scene

What is the impact for us 
as auditors/risk 
professionals??
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Waterfall – was it meant to be sequential? 

Introduced in 1956 by Herbert D. Benington 

The waterfall top-down approach is not to 
be interpreted too literally: “This attitude 
can be terribly misleading and dangerous”. 

The biggest mistake his team made: the 
attempt to make a too large release. He 
would now focus on smaller changes and 
test and evolve the system from there. 
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Waterfall characteristics

▶ Project only completed after phase 4

▶ Requirements cannot change

▶ Separated teams per phase

▶ Need for extensive documentation
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Agile characteristics

▶ A MVP after phase 1

▶ After each sprint the priorities can be re-visited

▶ Focus on constant improvement 

▶ Importance of interaction and team dynamics

▶ Quicker feedback 

Don’t get demotivated 
or ‘colored’ by the 
Agile Manifesto!
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SCRUM as implementation method (one of the many)
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What is DevOps?

1. Tool?

2. Process?

3. Philosophy?

4. Methodology?

5. Way of working?
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What is DevOps?

Source: Blind men andtheelephant
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DevOps types from www.devopstopologies.com
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Our definition

▶ “DevOps is the union of, at least, software 
development and IT operations activities in an 
environment that has incorporated the 
accompanying cultural and technical principles
to deliver business value at a high frequency.”

▶ Source: Norea study report
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Technical principles

▶ Version control

▶ Infrastructure as Code 
(IaC)

▶ Automatedtesting

▶ Security testing

▶ Continuousmonitoring

▶ Repositorymanagement

▶ Etc
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Version control example
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Infra as Code example Source: https://www.slideshare.net/AmazonWebServices/devops-on-aws-
deep-dive-on-infrastructure-as-code
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CI/CD example
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CI/CD example
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Testing pyramid

▶ Unit Tests: testing a single 
method, class or function 
in isolation.

▶ Acceptance Tests: testing 
the application as a whole.

▶ Integration Tests: testing 
the correct interaction with 
other applications and 
services 
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Take away

▶ IaC gives us insight in admin configuration activities which were previously almost unavailable 
for us.

▶ The high-level of automation goes together with a lot of source code maintained in the VCS -> 
This is the new audit documentation. We have more documentation than ever.

▶ Almost each implementation is a unique implementation therefore its imperative that we 
understand the concept and techniques to be able to tailor our approach -> See CobiT 2019.
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How to audit
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1. Development approach in use
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2. Cultural maturity
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Examples on culture assessments @ Schuberg Philis

▶ Do you feel comfortable brainstorming in front of each other (also about possible issues)? 

▶ Is it easy to get help from your coworkers when you need it?

▶ Do you think that you have good visibility into project priorities or progress?

▶ Do you actively ask feedback?
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Examples of tools to measure

GOOGLE DORA MICROSOFT
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3. Control assessment
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What changed?

▶ Same risks:

– Confidentiality, Integrity, 
Availability

▶ Same control objectives :

– IT entity-level, Change 
management, Security 
management, Operational
management.

▶ Different controls
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Example
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Example cont’d
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Test strategies

• Sample based
• System driven (reperformance of one event)
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Rome wasn’t built in a day
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Full-population Exceptional
Analysis Testing (FEAT)

Introducing a new test strategy
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What to test?
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Summary

▶ Don’t stop thinking: 

• New controls

• Every implementation is unique, no standard control framework

• DevOps is not a fixed methodology but a moving destination

• System-driven, sample-based or FEAT test approach?

• Culture is just as important as the technical practices

▶ The audit has changed: more technical & inclusion of cultural assessment

▶ Its already here: Technology and Financial Services firms are the largest applicants of Agile & 
DevOps.


